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Versatile, skillful, well-organized, and reliable paralegal professional with 5+ years
of experience supporting attorneys, managers and customer service 
representatives to improve and maintain affairs for various law offices. Qualified 
and experienced in all of the Microsoft Office software, SAGA, and Imageright. 
Varied skill sets covering paralegal &amp; administrative support, investigating 
facts, preparing legal documents, conducting research to support a legal 
precedent, communication with various courts and client relations.

FEBRUARY 2012 – APRIL 2012
CALENDAR CLERK - ABC CORPORATION

 Controlled the calendar; made sure all 4 attorneys were in court and making 
their appropriate appointments.

 Entered vital documents and information into the computer; worked closely with
SAGA.

 Put together various documents (drafting motions) and wrote various letters, 
mailed and faxed them to their appropriate places.

 Called various doctors offices and hospitals for medical records.
 Called clients to accommodate them on various appointments.
 Interacted with clients.
 Attended weekly calendar meetings with attorneys to discuss upcoming court 

appearances.

2009 – 2012
CALENDAR CLERK - DELTA CORPORATION

 Solely responsible for the calendar of eighteen attorneys including the entry of 
all calendar-related mail and court orders Utilization of .

 Assisted eight attorneys in the scheduling of arbitrations, motions, examinations
under oath, and court conferences Organized all phases of office .

 Solely responsible for scheduling and confirming all court appearances and 
depositions Processed authorizations and compiled received documents for .

 Sold calenders, served customers, and worked the cash register.
 Also closed the booth at night Skills Used Cash Register, Customer Service.
 File documents; respond to inquiries; prepare files for storage; maintain files 

and records, which were confidential; distribute mail and prepare .
 Maintained calendar and entered all hearings Requested and scheduled all WISC

hearings; confirmed all hearing notices and prepared all medical .
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EDUCATION

MS

SKILLS

Legal Pleadings, Passion For Scheduling; Calendar Clerk.
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